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Executive summary
Houghton & Wyton Community Shop Limited first started trading as Our Shop in April 2017 after being
retained as a valuable asset of a profitable village shop for the benefit of residents and visitors. The
ambition is to pass all surplus profits to a charitable fund which will enable the community to help itself by
supporting individuals and projects and by being good neighbours. This is fundamental to the motivation
of the current and future volunteers and the 312 residents who were the initial shareholders. It is our aim to
offer more residents the opportunity to continue to invest in Our Shop by preparing for a new share offer
scheme during 2019.
This 2019 Annual Plan builds on the main themes set out in the 3-year Business Plan dated January 2017 of
top line growth, improving gross margin to levels expected of a Community Shop, and delivering a net
profit at the end of our second and third years. In addition, the Management Committee that was elected in
April 2018 has incorporated new elements into the 2019 Business Plan shaped by experience gained during
the first year of trading, together with feedback from market research undertaken in July 2018.
The plan builds on the opportunities released by the substantial capital investment made during 2018 in
order to
•
•
•

drive future growth and profitability
create surplus profits to pass over to the independent charity ‘Houghton and Wyton Community
Fund’
pay interest to shareholders in April 2020.

The headline numbers contained in this plan are to deliver Gross Sales of ££619,869, net sales of £561,984
for the full year which represents growth of 10.7% when compared against 2018 and 3.5% ahead of Year
3 of the Long-Term January 2017 Business Plan; deliver a gross margin of 21.8% for the year (1.1% lower
than the Long-Term January 2017 Business Plan Y3); and delivering £19,063 in net profit (£3,500 less
than the Long-Term January 2017 Business Plan Year 3) .
Our Shop will achieve this by implementing this plan of running a flourishing shop and community Post
Office for the residents and visitors. The rent from a well-appointed flat will continue to contribute to the
funding of Our Shop.

Part One – Our Headlines
1. Our Vision and Values
Our Vision is for Houghton & Wyton Community Shop to be run as a thriving, profitable shop and
community hub for current and future residents and visitors.
During 2018 we undertook an exercise to build upon the ‘Our Shop’ branding work begun by the previous
management committee. The exercise set out to identify and define those values core to how we will all
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work together with customers, shareholders, staff, volunteers and the wider community alike to deliver our
Vision.
These values are central to this and future plans and will shape the way we will implement the strategies and
tactics contained therein.
We try to make everyone welcome and happy to shop We have time for people, are familiar, and
approachable. We are part of this community providing a social and community hub.
We are trusted We are open, honest, fair and dependable, always acting in the best interests of the Society
and our community. We recognise we are much more than a mere shop and a rare facility which needs to be
treasured.
We do not try to make profits at any cost, but neither are we embarrassed by running a sustainable venture
where surpluses can be distributed for the benefit of our community.
Core Values:
We are friendly

We are trusted

We care

The way we work together:
We try to make everyone welcome and happy to shop
We have time for people, are familiar, and
approachable. We are part of this community
providing a social and community hub.
We are open, honest, fair and dependable, always
acting in the best interests of the Society and our
community. We recognise we are much more than a
mere shop and a rare facility which needs to be
treasured.
We care about each other and our planet and will act to
help both individuals and the wider society.

We listen

Everything we do is based on the experiences of those
who live locally and use Our Shop.

We inspire

We may be a little quirky, but our energy,
determination and success inspire those around us.

We are appropriately commercial

We do not try to make profits at any cost, but neither
are we embarrassed by running a sustainable venture
where surpluses can be distributed for the benefit of
our community.

2. Our view of the world
2.1 Retail:
• During 2019 there will be a continued emphasis on the importance of the customers’ experience,
which, according to an overview study of the retail market by customer intelligence consultants
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Walker, will overtake price and product as the key brand differentiator within two years.
Customers are more likely to focus on our response to social and ‘green’ issues, as identified
through our customer survey. For example, the concern regarding the use of plastics in the food
industry and emphasis on reduce packaging and increasing recycling is likely to continue.
The sugar tax and health advice from the Government could have implications especially on soft
drinks.
Coffee and food to go continue to show substantial growth for the convenience store sector.
The impact of leaving the EU cannot be accurately forecast at the time of writing, however, the
Management Committee has taken a prudent view over the possible rise in the cost of goods and
services and will continue to seek to obtain value-for-money.
There is likely to be continued mergers and take-overs within the retail wholesale and major
multiple sector which could impact upon pricing and availability of certain supplies for independent
shops.

2.2. Post Office
The Government has expressed its confidence in the Post Office by awarding investment funding of £370
million over the year ending March 2021. Investment enables the PO to make further progress in a
significant programme of IT infrastructure upgrades, to develop a digital capability, and to contribute to the
sustainability of the Community Branches.
2.3. Village:
• The Parish Council is reviewing long term changes to The Green. The ability to park without
restriction is vital to the customers and visitors to Our Shop. We will continue to work with the
Parish Council to ensure this is maintained, whilst also encouraging the provision of cycle racks
and recycling bins is included in their plans.
• The regular bus service through the village is due to cease in March 2019. However, the Guided
Bus stop is planned to be created in Spring 2019 with the Guided Bus stopping on the A1123.
• Day and overnight visitors to the village are valuable Our Shop customers albeit their visits are
very weather dependent.
•

The previous Wyevale Garden Centre in Wyton with the farm shop has been purchased by Dobbies
and we await to see whether they present Our Shop with any direct competition, such as the food
store in their Peterborough outlet.

2.4. Economy
• Most forecasts including the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) suggest UK GDP growth is
expected to slow further in 2019 as public spending cuts and Brexit-related uncertainty weigh on
the economy, averaging 1.4% over the next three years. The Committee remains confident that we
will be able to react positively to meet local challenges by buying ‘smarter’ and manage overheads.
• The OBR forecasts that inflation has peaked at 4.1% for RPI (retail price index) and 3.0% for CPI
(consumer price index) and predicts that these rates will gradually fall to 2.8% and 2.0%
respectively by the end of 2019, easing the squeeze on households' finances. This means that price
rises, as well as better buying will be necessary to maintain/ let alone improve margins. This
pressure is reflected in our percentage gross margin outlook.
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The Bank of England is indicating that interest rates will remain fairly stable or rise slowly. Our
plan anticipates another 0.25% rise in the autumn.
Whilst business rates are predicted to increase by circa 4% in 2019, our plan assumes the shop
continuing to remain exempt via its charitable purpose.
Pension reform suggests that in the mid 2020’s there will be a further lowering of the age to 18 for
automatic enrolment into a workplace pension scheme. We will continue to ensure we build the
associated costs into our overhead cost base.

3. Our performance in 2018
•

•
•
•
•

2018 Objectives
Shop Turnover – To achieve a 2018
net turnover of £503,950.

Average basket size £4.30
Average shopping transactions 322
per day
Gross Margin – To achieve a gross
margin of 20.5%.
Net profit – The 2018 budget shows
a net profit of £14,252.

2018 Achievements
• Net turnover of £509,620 finished ahead of budget,
representing a 22% growth when compared against the
same period last year.
•
•

Average daily basket size £4.42
Average shopping transactions: 348 also beating budget

•

Gross margin of 20.5% on budget

•

Net profit forecast £38,783 but includes £31,444 of grant
income released into the P & L account for the year
together with -£1,229 for a 100-year property
depreciation. Hence the true comparison with plan is
£8,568 (3-year plan anticipated £17,140)
This shortfall against plan is more than accounted for by
greater investment in repairs and maintenance -£7,386
(rather than capital), together with additional lease finance
costs to accelerate our longer-term plans -£3,299 and for
increased staffing hours -£3778.

•

Post Office – To achieve a total
income of £24,000 from the Post
Office services.

•

Post Office ahead of budget at £25,190

•

Flat – To receive an income of
£9,970.

•

The flat was fully occupied throughout 2018, generating
income of £11,400 and ahead of budget.

•

Surplus profits – to be in a position
to donate funds to the new
Houghton and Wyton Charitable
Fund

•

Progress was made to set up and successfully register the
new charity. A distributable net profit was achieved in
2018, exclusive of income from grant release.
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Our people objectives 2018

Our people Achievements 2018

•

•

This was increased to cover the busy summer season
due to the hot weather and also an extra 15 minutes
for all staff to close the shop. The second half of the
year saw wages at £4855 higher than the first 6
months of the year to provide extra cover.

•

Both PO manager and Shop manager have received
staff appraisals

•

shop volunteer hours about 140 plus book-keepers and
committee and ad hoc help. Pool of active volunteers
at 59 as a result of a publicity drive

•
•

Food hygiene procedures written and agreed
Post Office compliance training has been
kept up to date for the 3 PO staff

•

Three volunteer gatherings have been held in January,
July and November

•

The shareholder base has remained the same, as the
shares from those who have, sadly, died were
transferred.

Target was 110 paid staff hours in
shop and 43 in the Post Office

•

6-month staff reviews and appraisals

•

To retain pool of 40 -50 volunteers
delivering 200 hours per month

•

Ongoing training for staff and
volunteers

•
•

Quarterly gatherings for volunteers
Maintain existing shareholder base
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Our Shop offers
• Meeting the needs of residents and
visitors alike

•

See Appendix A for market research findings
conducted in July 2018

•

•

Frozen food offers have improved through using
DWF, a local food supplier and a new range of ready
meals from Clarkes of Queniborough has just been
introduced, a new dedicated food to go chiller ensured
range extended.
Wine – trialled working with Borough Wines who set
up a wine corner offering different and higher value
wines but deemed to be too sophisticated for our
market. Another wine wholesaler identified and being
trialled.
Coffee machine installed in April 2018

Improve offers in frozen food, wine,
fresh food, food to go and hot drinks

•

•
•

Price comparisons

•

Price comparisons have been undertaken periodically,
especially with regards to tobacco

•

Ensure 2 main wholesalers are used

•

Bookers have been the main wholesaler with Bestway
being a back-up.

•

Improve shop’s layout and
presentation

•

Shop’s layout and presentation reorganised through
May and June with many positive comments from
customers

•

Increase the number of local suppliers •

Local suppliers increased to 15 during 2018

•

Exterior painting and branding

•

Exterior painting achieved. The two dummy doors to
be completed in 2019

•

Hosting tasting events/food fair

•

Not achieved

•

Support local clubs and societies,
street parties

•

Local clubs and societies – 10 village clubs and
societies have used the shop a total of 20 times (Bacon
Butties 6 times) as well as Feast Week collaboration

•

Maintain services of dry cleaning,
deliveries, cash back

•

Shop deliveries – only 1 or 2 customers use this
service. Cash back – offered when the PO closed

•

Review drinks to emergency
services, prescription collection,
newspaper deliveries

•

It was decided not to offer hot drinks to emergency
services; prescription pick up/delivery was reviewed
but no opportunity found as each surgery offers a
different service; newspaper delivery review
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•

Review loyalty scheme

•

Promote and talk about PO services

•

Not achieved – carried forward to 2019

•

Post Office services have been promoted throughout
the year (window, leaflet inserted into Parish
magazine and regular articles in the Parish
magazine)

•

Shareholders were invited to attend the AGM on
April 15th, 2018 (66 apologies, and over 75 in
attendance)
Volunteers have received periodic newsletters and
invited to 3 social events.

Our Communications
•

Communications to our shareholders

•

•

Increase Facebook followers from
377 to over 450

Our Sustainability
• Promote recycling area

•

Currently there are 420 followers

•

Information sheet created for staff and volunteers to
advise customers on good practice.
A weight equivalent to 3,565 AA batteries were
collected by or delivered to HJ Enthaven Ltd for
recycling.

•

•

Reduce the number of new plastic
bags given away

•

Reduce product packaging
(Plastics)

•

Increase local suppliers

•

Reduce energy usage

•

Year on year for 9 months April – December plastic
bag purchases decreased by 34%, re-usable carriers
introduced in September 2018, and 5p charge per
bag introduced Dec 1st, 2018

•

Not achieved – part of 2019 objectives

•

New local suppliers have been added to the local
supplier base from 3 (3017) to 15 (out of a total of
34)

•

This was achieved by installing new chillers,
freezers, back room chiller, LED lighting. Our
comparable energy usage decreased by an estimated
30% between April and August 2018.
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Our Investment
•

Plan to invest in 2 sash windows

•

Dummy doors, shop door,
access ramp

•
•
•

•

Exterior painting

•

Replace chillers and freezers

•

Re-wiring of the shop, replace
lights
Reconfiguration for hot drink
area
New till area, cash desk
Post office security door,
hearing loop
EPOS
CCTV
Warehouse and back kitchen
through working party

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

VAT recovery £ 8,000
•

•

Grant funding £ 26,300
•

•

We invested £3,675 in sash windows for the flat
The dummy doors and front door – expenditure
has been extended into 2019
Access ramp has been fitted
£2,850 was spent on exterior decorating and
£1495 unplanned expenditure was spent on
interior decorating
£19,234 expenditure on new chillers and freezers
for the shop floor
£2,849 + £7,321 = £10,170 in total was spent on
re-wiring and LED lights
£345 (decorating) + £544 (water filter, boxes,
table) + £960 (fountain) = £1,849
£1,750 counter + £175 slatted wall = £1,925
£2,427 was spent on a new secure Post Office
door and a hearing loop
EPOS and CCTV have both been installed
through lease finance (£4,198 and £3,457)
Not achieved – in 2019 plan – due to £2,325 for
unexpected emergency walk in chiller
refrigeration + £678 (old chiller removal) =
£3,003
VAT recovery for the year was £449.22 +
£11,090.40 = £11,539.62
Grant money achieved £14,734

Planned total expenditure was
£54,000

TOTAL Spend £46,628 ((excluding coffee
machine (£7,440), EPOS (£4198), CCTV
(£3457), doors (£3102))

4. Our objectives for 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop Turnover – To achieve a 2019 gross turnover of £619,869 and net turnover of £561, 984.
Gross Margin – To achieve a gross margin of 21.8%.
Net profit – To achieve a net profit of £19,063
Post Office – To achieve a total income of £24,263 from the Post Office and manage costs to
£24,126
Flat – To receive an income of £9,025.
Volunteers – To retain a pool of volunteers of 40-60 and maintain a minimum of 224 hours per
month, made up of 48 hours/week in shop, 8 hours per week book-keeping plus management
committee plus ad hoc volunteers.
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Sustainability- we aim to
o reduce our energy usage by 8%
o reduce our reliance on plastics
o increase number of local suppliers and to increase sales
o reduce car journeys out of the village
Surplus profits – To be in a position to donate funds to the new Houghton/Wyton Charitable fund
at the end of the year to distribute to local causes

Part Two – Delivering our 2019 Objectives
5. Our people
5.1 Staff
• We will always have a minimum of two people on the premises.
• Our plan is to have paid staff for 120 paid hours per week (132 including holidays) in the shop and
43 (47.3 including holidays) hours in the post office.
• We strive to be in a position to offer staff wages which are above the minimum wage, In the
meantime the budget provides for the minimum wage increase in April 2019.
5.2 Our volunteers
• We will be mounting an active campaign to attract more volunteers using posters in the shop
window and on village notice boards, in both Houghton & Wyton and surrounding villages. We
will also be looking into the possibility of offering shifts to youth and ex-offenders through official
managed organisations.
• We will arrange for small groups of volunteers to meet for coffee in Community Corner to gather
feedback and new ideas for the shop.
• We will be encouraging more volunteers, to join the Time Bank, and accumulate credits,
remembering 1 hour helping the shop equates to 1 Time Bank credit, 10 credits can be spent around
the UK in the Time Credit Network.
• We will continue to show the Committee’s ongoing appreciation of our volunteers via the twiceyearly social gatherings at a local venue, as well as a periodic electronic newsletter and regular
email updates.
5.3 Our training
•

During 2019 this will include First Aid for the shop manager (first quarter of 2019), ongoing use of
EPOS, food hygiene, CCTV, (in line with GDPR.) and further product knowledge.

•

A volunteers’ handbook (based on the Staff Handbook) will be developed as part of the volunteers’
inductions, after which they will be fully supported by the Volunteer Coordinator.

5.4 Our shareholders
•

In order to build our reserves, we will consider offering fixed term loan opportunities for our
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shareholders giving a modest return in line with our Model Rules and plan during the 1st quarter of
2019.
We aim to make interest payments to our shareholders at the end April 2020, our 3rd year of trading

5.5 Our Management Committee
•
•

•

•

•
•

In April 2019 three members of the current committee are due to retire after their one-year term of
office. They are eligible to stand for another term of office. A programme of induction will be
given to new committee members
The Management Committee make collective decisions, operating within the agreed Code of
Conduct ensuring the best decisions are made to achieve our aims and objectives. Continuous
committee development and any training needs will be identified and implemented through the
year.
As the demand dictates, the Management Committee will allocate the workload via appropriate
project groups, accountable to the main committee for progressing projects within an agreed
framework. The Management Committee as a whole, remains collectively responsible for
everything done by, or in the name of H&WCS Ltd.
Surplus profits from H&Cs will be donated to a new charity, Houghton & Wyton Community
Fund (awaiting registration from the Charity Commission). The object for the fund is make grants
of money to or for the benefit of, or for providing items, services or facilities to or for the benefit
of, eligible persons either generally or individually who are in need by reason of youth, age, ill
health, disability, financial hardship or other disadvantage within the Parish of Houghton & Wyton
or for those who are closely involved with the Parish.
We wish to update our Model Rules available via the Plunkett Foundation
Policies and associated arrangements are agreed by the Management Committee in order to
demonstrate compliance with best practice and so to direct and underpin the various functions of
Our Shop. These are reviewed periodically, as agreed, or when a significant change is required.

6. Our Shopping Experience
6.1. Our products
• The installation of EPOS (Electronic Point of Sale i.e. scanning of all products) in Autumn 2018, is
already delivering improved reporting facilities, enabling us to make informed choices regarding
the stock we carry, new lines to introduce and our purchasing strategy.
• We will monitor sales of new items and track popularity during the first six months to ensure we
learn from our purchasing decisions.
• We will look to improving the range of wines offered and will arrange for a tasting event for
premium wines.
•
•

We will continue to compare our prices on a ‘shopping basket’ of 10 items throughout the year
against Waitrose, Tesco and Ocado and advertise the results within the Shop and on Facebook.
We will commence category reviews and identify improvements in margin, range and mix
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We will improve the selection of food to go in the chiller
Our 2018 market research pointed to the following product ranges needing review
- sweets and soft drinks categories (62% of usage in 2016 compared to 35% in 2018)
- Frozen food – (share has reduced from 43% to 19%)
- beer and wine
- increase local produce (could gardening club ‘grow a row’ i.e. grow an extra row of produce and
donate to the shop)
review local homemade cakes and preserves
Increasing the range of locally sourced produce also came out as a priority from the market research
– a point that will also be addressed in 2019.
We will continue to ensure we have products for both the ‘Tesco’ and Waitrose customers, as
identified in the market research
We will continue to listen to feedback and requests for products via a comments book in the shop
In line with the growth of ‘food to go’ we will continue to review sales and range to improve our
offers

6.2 Our suppliers
• Approximately 70% of the stock comes from the major wholesalers. We will ensure 2 main grocery
suppliers are on stream to reduce the risk.
• Increase local suppliers who can meet our standards, thus reducing food miles and continuing to
support local suppliers wherever this remains viable.
• We will invite local suppliers to join us in the shop for periodic tasting events within the shop
6.3 Our in-store ‘experience’
• Four-weekly promotion periods will be trialled six times throughout the year with the aim of
increasing average spend.
• We will explore the possibility of offering a loyalty scheme or other incentive schemes using the
facility within EPOS.
• We will organise some instore tasting events especially around new product ranges.
• Further refurbishment of the rear store-room and back kitchen and other facilities such as a back
office will be undertaken during 2019
• We will review our opening hours in line with daylight saving to meet the needs of our customers.
6.4
•
•
•
•
•

Our Engagement with and Services provided for the Community
We will promote Our shop delivery service through Over 60’s Pine Hill Park
We will run three more promotional periods for the Time Bank food bank in 2019
We will review how we improve the use of the Community Corner further, targeting the socially
isolated for involvement in activities such as Scrabble, knit and natter, etc
To ensure that Our Shop is accessible and welcoming to all customers, from young mums with
pushchairs through to customers who have disability or mobility conditions.
We will review the latest ideas raised from the market research including newspaper deliveries,
welcome packs for new residents, householder directory, fresh fish delivery van, recipe swapping,
photocopying.
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We will continue to support village Clubs, Societies, Street Parties and Big Lunches, offering cost
priced products, loan of glasses, plates and bunting, plus a free of costs cash float facility via the
Post Office. We will be aiming to increase the number and frequency of times that clubs and
societies use Our Shop.
The Post Office will continue to build on the increased footfall identified during 2018 and
anticipated during 2019 as a positive approach in advertising banking and other related services
during 2018 proved successful and will be repeated as appropriate.
Local businesses will be specifically targeted as they may not be aware of the services available to
them and this is seen as a significant opportunity to grow the Post Office business by servicing the
local business community.

7. Our Communication and Marketing Plan
We need to communicate in an effective way that enhances the reputation of Our Shop and Post Office
within our existing and potential customer base who
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

access on-line information and systems
live in neighbouring towns and villages
we will review all opportunities for taking Our Shop out to showcase what we offer, via stalls,
leaflets and perhaps a ‘pop up shop’
are residents of the village community of Houghton and Wyton
hold Shares
are Committee members, staff members and volunteers
are local businesses who would benefit from using the Post Office

In 2019 we aim to:
1. Increase the basket size:
•
•
•
•
•

Through marketing and promotions
Hold in-store food and drink tastings
Use a blackboard outside, with fresh and up-to-date messages
Raise product awareness from suppliers for staff to pass on to customers
Continue to expand product range, with emphasis on local produce

2. Increase the number and frequency of transactions:
•
•
•
•
•

Consider a Loyalty scheme for existing customers
Communicate through email bulletins, Our Shop Newsletter four times a year and regular article in
H&W Village Magazine
Newsletter drop also in Hemingford Abbots, Wyton-on-the-Hill, Pine Hill Park
Prior to 2019 season we will provide a system for National Trust campers pre-ordering goods prior
to arrival and promote the shop at the NT Mill.
Aim for media coverage and nomination for awards e.g. Countryside Alliance Village Shop award
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3. Prepare to increase the number of shareholders:
•
•
•

Use Newsletter to inform residents about a new share offer
Communicate via website and notice board
Make in-store application forms available

4. Increase/retain the number of volunteers:
•
•
•

Deliver a Volunteers’ Welcome pack to new residents
Volunteers meet in small groups, e.g. Early birds Christmas Party
Ensure regular communication and support from the Volunteer Co-ordinator

5. Increase the community involvement:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support Godmanchester Foodbank with three collections annually
Hold a stall at Feast Week
Send a Flyer to all local clubs and societies, including Over-60s groups
Keep Community Corner notice board fresh and relevant
Committee members to act as ambassadors for Our Shop
One Committee member to act as Trustee for the H&W Community Fund

6. Plan for succession on the Management Committee:
•
•

Identify villagers to approach directly
Invite range of villagers to join in a planning day for 2020-23 Strategic Plan

8. Our Sustainability Plan
In line with our Sustainability Policy and arrangements agreed in Autumn 2018: • We will continue to monitor our electricity usage aiming to reduce it as much as possible, including
raising awareness of our membership of the Close the Door campaign, now the new shop door and
closer has been fitted
• We will continue to promote recycling to encourage more residents to recycle (currently for
batteries, ink cartridges, crisp packets, stamps and plastic bags) and review specific recycling
facilities for plastic bottles
• We will liaise with the Parish Council about improving litter management including the installation
of bins on The Green for recyclable waste.
• We will liaise with the Parish Council on the detail of bicycle racks installation on The Green to
encourage customers to cycle rather than use their cars when visiting Our Shop.
• We will introduce non-plastic cups for the coffee machine on site and continue to encourage
customers to use their own cups
• We will investigate alternatives to plastic bags such as strong reusable/recyclable paper bags.
• We will continue to sell hessian ‘bags for life’ as well as encouraging customers to use their own
bags. In response to the need to reduce plastics generally, we will always try to use products and
suppliers who are using more ecologically sound methods of packaging. For example: purchasing
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liquids in glass bottles not plastic and powders in cardboard boxes not plastic.
Our market research confirmed our customers supported our aim to source goods that reduce plastic
packaging.
Huntingdon District Council (HDC) collect recyclable (and general) waste from Our Shop and we
will continue to educate staff and volunteers to sort our waste in line with the HDC guidelines.
HDC do not collect compostable waste from business premises. We will therefore continue to
investigate ways to recycle our food and other compostable waste and try, where possible. to
purchase products with long use-by dates thus reducing the amount of food we must discard as it
goes out of date.
We have already increased the number of products sourced from local suppliers (and will continue
to investigate local alternatives to national suppliers whenever possible. We will also consider ‘oneoffs’ such as encouraging local gardeners to donate garden produce to Our Shop.
We will continue to encourage more villagers to use Our Shop to reduce car journeys, thus reducing
food miles
We will hold promotions during the year to collect unwanted spectacles for recycling or donating to
charity.

Part Three - Our Finances
9. Our Investment in the Business
A list of potential/desirable investment projects has been drawn up and estimates of costs are shown below.
However recognising that we are in a year of consolidation and learning from last year when unexpected
costs were incurred and grant funding did not come through quite to the level anticipated, we have allocated
a budget of £5,500 to cover all investments, repairs and maintenance through the course of the 2019.
Our aim is to review our overall performance each month and to set the priorities for the coming quarter,
releasing expenditure to this sum across the year. This will result in a rationing of investment to that which
is considered the most important and essential.
Front and 2 dummy doors – brought forward from 2018
New tall and space saving upright freezer to go in the back office / kitchen. This will
allow removal of the 3 existing chest freezers and free up valuable floor space
Refit of the back office / kitchen to include;
o New secure internal door
o New sink and worktop,
o Wrap around desk / worktop (including place for CCTV recording unit),
o Wall mounted store cupboards / shelving, as required
Small sitting area for staff / volunteers/ MC / for cashing up and any confidential
discussions/meetings
Removal of existing shelving and sink in the first part of the store room and fitting
additional racking to store PO consumables. This will also free up floor space for storing
additional seasonal stock
Fitting up to date statutory and advisory signage throughout the shop
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Purchase and fixing of a small GRP outside storage unit fixed to the old concrete plinth
and be used for shelving shop fittings etc
Additional radiant wall heater to the Community Area as required. Power already in
place
Painting the stock room floor, repairs to floor outside the PO, and re - screeding of
concrete path used for moving cages

£250 -300

TOTAL (excluding VAT)

£5907 - £6657

Cheese and wine display – grant dependent

£3,000

£250
£4-600

10. Our funding
2017 and 2018 were years of major investment into the shop, the flat and Post Office all of which saw
profits ploughed back into investment, our reserves run-down and additional finance taken out as lease hire
to ease cash flow.
2019 is a year of consolidation, when we are setting those investments to work, concentrating on sales and
undertaking much more modest investment, and building a more robust reserve.
The targeted 2019 trading surplus will be spent on building our reserves, making interest payment to
members and funding charitable projects through the Houghton & Wyton Community Fund.
Where possible, we will continue to seek grant funders who support Community ventures like Our Shop and
grants will to be used to fund such projects as the installation of a disabled toilet which customers could use.

11. Our Budget 2019
Shop Turnover
The headline numbers contained in this plan are to deliver Gross Sales of £619,869, Net sales of £561,984
for the full year which represents growth of 10.7% when compared against 2018 and 10% ahead of Year 3
of the Long-Term Business Plan (2017) * (see section in italics below)
Gross Margin
Deliver a gross margin of 21.8% for the year (1.1 % less than the Long-Term Business Plan Y3) Net
Margin
Our Shop will achieve this by implementing this plan of running a flourishing shop and community Post
Office for the residents and visitors together with rental income from a well-appointed flat.
*When originally considering purchase of the shop, a long-term strategic business case was produced to
secure funding and demonstrate a vision and plans which could deliver a profitable and secure future for
the venture. This is referred to as our Long-Term Business Plan (2017) and covered 3+ years through to
2019 in some detail.
This strategic plan was the basis for all our funding, including our community share offer and hence we
have made reference to it when producing each of our annual plans and budget since, such that progress
can be tracked against these longer term aims.
An update of this long-term Strategic planning document will be produced later this year and project
forward to 2022.
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Net Profit
Achieve £19,063 in net profit (£3,504 less than the Long-Term Business Plan Year 3)
Net profitability of the shop is driven by 3 factors;
a) Sales – this plan continues the growth trend that has developed over the last 18 months albeit seeing
that growth slow down.
b) Percentage Gross Margin – as explained earlier, this has proven to be the hardest measure to
improve, especially when up until installing EPOS we have not had product volume and mix sales
data to work on. This is the biggest drag on us achieving our Business Plan Year 3 target, but from
where we are starting the year, unfortunately we feel it will take longer than a year to catch up, hence
the budgeted shortfall.
c) Cost control - Staffing is the single biggest cost. This plan takes the actual hours worked in 2018 and
adds an extra 15 minutes for closing the shop, plus 1 hour per month for all staff to attend team
meetings, totalling an average of 120 hours per week.
Post Office
Our aim is to achieve a total income of £24,263 from the Post Office Agency.
We have enjoyed good growth in customer traffic and revenue throughout 2018, but despite our efforts we
recognise that the external environment is becoming more difficult with challenges to many of the
traditional services now being offered on line (e.g. car tax, money transfer, buying and printing postal
services and banking.)
Consequently, we feel to hold our income position in line with 2018 will be an achievement this year and is
what we aim to achieve.
Flat
The flat was vacated at the end of January 2019, minor repairs completed and ready to be let. The flat was
let with effect from 9th March 2019.
We aim to receive an income of £9,025 and minimise the associated costs to £1,035. This assumes that
there a risk that the flat becomes empty for 6 weeks during 2019 and that a search fee is paid to replace the
tenant.
The key assumptions made to produce the budget are as follows:
•

The graph below shows 3 month actual and projected rolling averages for the key measures and
demonstrates the steady rise in sales, consolidation and slow build in gross profit margin whilst
controlling fixed costs in the most to inflation only rises.
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Turnover growth in 2018 was primarily delivered through average basket spend increases rather than
increases in the number of transactions. This points to shoppers finding more to buy on each
occasion which reflects our investment in extended product ranges and stocking policy as well
significantly enhanced in-store experience.
The plan assumes that growth will continue to come from increasing the average basket size
increases as shown by the trend line in the graph below.
Average basket size is budgeted to grow from £4.42 in 2018 to £4.70 in 2019, whilst average daily
transactions will grow more slowly from 349 in 2018 to 360 in 2019.
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Inflation will average 2%
Labour – A detailed budget for the 2019 labour costs has been prepared based on the current, now
essentially stabilised, staffing needs and allowing for raises and inflation.
Accountancy fees for preparing the Financial Accounts for 2019 have been allowed for in the Legal and
Professional Fees budget.
Further improvements to SAGE and our financial processes will be explored as well as the requirement
to move to Making Tax Digital in April 2019, together with automating bank reconciliation and
integrating EPOS and SAGE early in the financial year.
Access to free banking is assumed throughout 2019
A possible 5% increase in insurance premiums has been allowed for from the renewal date.
The cost of utility supplies (electricity, gas and water) reflect the much more efficient door closure
chillers (including the walk-in cold store), upright freezers and LED lighting, for which we have factored
in a 30% reduction in our energy usage compared to January to April 2018. It also reflects a more
competitive market and the renegotiated unit cost structure.
The flat tenancy agreement provides for direct settlement of all utility bills by the tenant.
The remaining overhead lines have generally been determined by averaging the costs from 2017/8 and
allowing inflation of 2%.
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Part Four - Our Risks and Measurements
12. Cash flow
The cash flow forecast is included in Appendix B. The 2019 budget provides for modest capital and
maintenance spend, for reserves to be re-built and for charitable giving.
An essential component of the 2019 cash flow is the inclusion of funding streams from members’ loans and
the issuing of new share capital - see above.
The 2018 VAT reimbursement formed a major component; however, this will reverse during 2019 and we
will become a net payer of VAT. Using EPOS, we aim to move from a Retailer Apportionment Scheme
based on goods in receipts to one based on sales out, which will benefit this year’s cash flow.

13. Risk Register
As an integral part of risk analysis and control, the Committee have adopted a Business Continuity Plan for
2019 that includes the following areas of prioritised risk: •
•
•
•

Building or site incidents: for example, flood, fire, affecting access to or from
the shop/flat
Infrastructure incidents: for example, loss of computer / telephony systems, loss of power
Staff / Operational incidents: for example, loss/reduction in number of key staff/volunteer/
committee members, loss of critical documents; loss of suppliers
Widespread environmental factors: for example, flu pandemic, fuel shortages

Mitigation of Risks
The following table identifies the main risks to the business and the residual risk rating after mitigation
controls are in force. Where there remain control measures to be outstanding, a short description has been
given. The full risk register remains a working document and will be reviewed by the Committee on a
regular basis to ensure the risks identified and the controls in place remain relevant. Any additional controls
required will provide the basis for a prioritised and costed work programme for the year. Individual risk
assessments covering activities within the shop will be developed during 2019 as we roll out health and
safety procedures and processes.
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RISK REGISTER at 20th March 2019
Risk
1. Loss of power to
chillers and freezers
2. Loss of lighting

Level
Medium

3. Loss of power to
CCTV
4. Loss of information
due to power failure

Medium

5. Legal action taken
against H & WCS Ltd
and/or Directors
6. Fire - Internal

Low

7. Fire – External

Low

8. Evacuation

Medium

9. Flood (river)

Medium

10. Flood (Domestic)

Medium

11. Staff Management

Medium

12. Loss of staff/shifts

Low

13. Loss of volunteers

Medium

14. Loss of Suppliers

Medium

15. Theft/shoplifting

Low

16. Loss of Post Office
status
17. Loss of Customer base

Low

18. Reduction in cash at
bank

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Control Required
None – power cuts from
supplier
Provision of hard-wired safety
lights being considered
Loss of cover acceptable
Loss of cover acceptable.
Revert to paper format or
information from suppliers
Periodic reviews against Plan.
Accountability to shareholders
Staff/volunteer Training to be
undertaken
Loss of cover acceptable
Staff/volunteer Training to be
undertaken
None – flood controls by
Council
Training of staff/volunteers in
emergency to be undertaken
Shop Manager 20 hour a week
contract
Shifts can be covered by
Committee members
Shifts often required to be
covered by committee
members
Market fragile – second main
supplier has been identified
CCTV in place but staff
vigilance still required
Post Office results are within
budgeted limits
Aggressive selling from local
shops countered by quality and
locally sourced goods.
Margins need to be increased
through smarter buying

NB - whilst our risks register categorises the impact on the business of physical risks e.g. flood and fire, it is
important to remember the consequences of risks with a financial consequence would be mitigated via our
insurance policies, including business interruption.
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Part Five – Our Monitoring and Reporting
14. Our Key Performance Indicators.
Monthly
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gross and net turnover against budget
Gross profit against budget
Gross % margin
Average number of transactions
Average basket value
Wastage and shrinkage (theft) as a percentage of gross sales
Rolling stock-take of premium lines (tobacco and spirits)
Monthly management accounts
Post Office income and expenditure
Accidents and Incidents
Volunteer hours and number of active volunteers
Plastic bag purchases
Cash in the bank
Action taken on customer comments/complaints

Quarterly
•
•
•

Stock take (ideally half-yearly)
Risk Register review
Review and reflection of achievements against the Annual Business Plan.

Annually
•
•

Review of policies and associated arrangements
Audited year-end report and accounts
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Appendix A – Results of our Customer Survey 2018
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Results of Our Visitors’ Survey
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Appendix B – Profit and Loss Account and Cash Forecast
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